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Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.
Dr. Pearson was intimidating at first because of the material that he was teaching. When I finally made time to have
an individual meeting with him I realized how helpful he was. I am happy that I have taken this class that is different
from any other at Jewell.
Dr. Pearson is difficult but definitely one of my favorite teachers at Jewell. I’m very sad he’ll be leaving. He’s
upbeat, interesting, funny, and honestly a really great teacher. I have learned a lot and appreciate his service to our
school.
It was really wonderful to take this class from Dr. Pearson. He is a fantastic, engaging lecturer. I appreciated how he
took the time to think through and understand each person’s in−class comments. His positivity and enthusiasm for
the subject matter made Endangerment one of my top CTI experiences.
I am very pleased that CTI405 was a Capstone option this Semester. I feel that this course, among just a few others
during my last four years has presented me with the ideal "Jewell Experience." It has challenged me, encouraged
me to expand and think critically about my career goals, and has generally been enjoyable. My only critique is Dr.
Pearson’s grading. Hardly any student was a philosophy major and it is very difficult to change one’s writing style to
meet that of advanced philosophical discussion. I feel that my grades do not reflect my ability to think critically nor
do they reflect my normal academic performance. I feel that a course that examines such broad topics should also
include a broad range of assignment types.
Dr. Pearson is a good teacher and I thought he did a good job explaining the material. The course however was
extremely tough for those without a philosophy background.
By far one of the best teachers I have had at Jewell! Seriously. Classes were always thought provoking,
well−organized, and engaging.
Dr Pearson has high standards. His class has been informative while also causing me to be inquisitive. I haves felt
intrigued, challenged and impressed by the ways that Pearson has continually raised the bar and shared his
expectations with us. The material was great and a perfect way to seal off my cti studies at jewell. As a professor he
used various techniques to engage us in the material and in conversation with each other . I got a lot out
ofthisncourse.
This class has been MOST enjoyable. This campus will be remiss without Dr. Pearson.

